Conditions and Requirements of Importing Feed

Disclaimer: The English version is a translation of the original in Arabic for information purposes only. In case of a
discrepancy, the Arabic original will prevail.
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Conditions and Requirements of Importing Feed
1.
2.
3.

A letter to the SFDA asking for an importing authorization.
Producing company name and nationality, exporting company name and nationality and port name that will
receive the shipment shall be mentioned.
Commercial name of the product shall be mentioned (in Arabic and English) and clarifying the package
size and quantity (number of imported packages). Using the following table:

Commercial Name of the Product

4.

Registration Number of the
Product (If the registrations
certificate of the product which
contains 8 entries is issued)

Package Weight and Size (kg/l)

Number of Containers

Total Weight (kg/ton/metric)

Attach the following documentations:

Name of Documentation Required

Free Sale Certificate: A certificate issued by a government

(Feed additives – Premix – Compound feed)

Feed Material

Unregistered products

Registered products

Unregistered products

Registered products

√

×

×

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

√

√

√

body that supervises and inspects feed manufacturing
establishments which clarifies that the product is handled in
the country of origin and must be valid and documented
with a recent date.
Certificate of Origin: A certificate issued by the concerned
bodies in the country of origin clarifying the country of
origin.

Analysis Certificate: A certificate issued from a laboratory
clarifying the chemical analysis of the product and must be
accredited.
Health Certificate for Products that Contain Components of
Animal Origin: A certificate issued by a government body
that supervises and inspects feed manufacturing
establishments which clarifies that the product is
manufactured in a zone free from disease and epidemics
and must be valid and documented with a recent date.
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Phytosanitary Certificate: A certificate issued by a

×

×

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

×

√

×

√

×

√

×

government body that supervises and inspects plants or its
products that clarifies that the product is free from quarry
and agriculture pests
Commercial Invoice: A purchasing invoice mentioning the
batch number (original invoice).
Commercial Register: The official document issued by the
Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of Investment stating
the company is authorized to trade in feed and feed
additives activities and must be valid.

Product Label: A copy of the product label meting all the
requirements necessary in the packaging label.

√ Required

× Not Required

Notes:
1.
2.

In the event of non-fulfilment of the previous conditions and requirements, the request will be denied till
the conditions and requirements are fulfilled.
Fulfilling all the conditions and requirements does not necessarily mean obtaining an importing
authorization.
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